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Ensuring Continuous Quality and Low-Maintenance in Your Dryer Operations 

Preventative maintenance is key to maintaining consistently high quality and performance in 
your dryer operations. 

 

An industrial dryer is a major capital expense, so ensuring that your equipment is in top 
condition with regular preventative maintenance is critical. Fortunately, Dedert Corporation 
keeps continuous quality and optimal performance at top of mind. Our dryers are engineered to 
be low-maintenance and energy efficient, and our highly trained and experienced technicians 
are available to provide the highest quality equipment servicing. 

Although industrial dryers are typically built to ensure a high standard of performance and 
consistent reliability, preventive maintenance is an essential component of ensuring your dryer 
continues to operate at its peak performance. Regular inspections and ongoing maintenance are 
critical for keeping your equipment in top condition. Once your industrial dryer is up and 
running, be sure to establish a regular, ongoing preventative maintenance program to minimize 
and, if possible, eliminate unscheduled downtime.  

 

Continuous Quality Begins with Great Design 

Maintaining consistently high quality begins with excellent dryer design. Dedert designs low-
maintenance, energy efficient industrial dryers to minimize required maintenance and increase 
reliability. For more than 50 years, Dedert Corporation has been a world leader in drying and 
evaporation technologies, as well as a pioneer in waste heat evaporation and energy 
integration.  

Worldwide fabrication options allow Dedert to provide cost effective, competitive solutions, no 
matter where your company operations are located. Dedert can help you choose and customize 
drying technologies that best fit your product requirements, minimize maintenance needs, and 
maximize energy efficiency. They work with you to design a solution that will be perfect for your 
overall business needs, while keeping costs low and product quality high.  

 

Extensive Research and Testing to Ensure Top Performance 

Developing high quality, low maintenance dryer solutions requires rigorous research and testing 
to arrive at the best solutions possible. Dedert’s state-of-the-art research and development 
facility in Homewood, Illinois, is their ground zero for dryer design, development, and technical 
innovation. Their North American headquarters combines an expanded office and a fully 
equipped 10,000 square foot onsite research facility, as well as storage to keep critical spare 
parts in stock for immediate delivery to customers on demand.  

Dedert performs extensive research and testing on all dryer systems, to make sure they deliver 
top quality dryers that will be well integrated into your existing facility. Their experienced, 
professional engineers help customers develop high performing, low maintenance dryer and 
evaporator processes, taking them from concept, to pilot scale, to production. And their 



headquarters facility allows Dedert’s experienced engineers and technicians to provide regular 
preventative maintenance system optimization to customers worldwide. 

 

World Class Customer Support 

Dedert is committed to complete customer satisfaction and knows that complete service 
doesn’t end with the sale of state-of-the-art industrial dryers. Equipment performance also 
relies on both high quality replacement parts, and preventive maintenance. Dedert provides 
highly trained and skilled technicians for on-site services and parts replacement to locations 
around the world. Whether your business requires installation of replacement components, 
diagnostic support, performance audits, or emergency repair, Dedert has the skilled personnel 
necessary to ensure customers meet their peak performance demands.  

World-class customer support and servicing helps maintain the life and efficiency of all Dedert 
systems, and helps customers avoid costly unscheduled downtime. No matter where your 
company operations are located, Dedert Corporation can help you choose the drying and 
evaporating technologies that best fit your product requirements. Their After Sales and Service 
Department is dedicated to assisting customers with parts, services, and optimization over the 
lifetime of the equipment, providing exceptional after sales maintenance and servicing to 
ensure your dryer continues to provide optimal performance.  

 

Regular inspections and maintenance appointments are essential to preventing unscheduled 
downtime with your industrial dryer system. Dedert’s expert service team is here for you, to 
ensure your dryer provides your business with optimal performance and the high quality 
products you need for your customers. Contact our expert After Sales Parts and Services team at 
{{Phone Number}} to schedule your regular maintenance inspection, or visit our website for 
more information about our after sales products, services, and solutions. 

http://dedert.com 

 


